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Abstract Makinson, D. and K. Schlechta, Floating conclusions and zombie paths: two deep difficulties in the "directly skeptical" approach to defeasible inheritance nets (Research Note), Artificial Intelligence 48 (1991) 199-209. We discuss two difficulties in the "directly skeptical" approach to inference in defeasible inheritance nets, as developed by Horty, Thomason and Touretzky. We suggest that as a result of the general architecture of the approach, it is intrinsically unable to deal with a phenomenon of "floating conclusions", and has great difficulty in accommodating a phenomenon of "zombi paths". The conclusion drawn is that the directly skeptical approach cannot hope to do the work of an approach via the family of all extensions.



1. Background T h e r e a r e t w o m a i n a p p r o a c h e s to t h e t h e o r y o f i n f e r e n c e i n d e f e a s i b l e i n h e r i t a n c e n e t s . O n e is d u e t o T o u r e t z k y [12], r e f i n e d b y S a n d e w a l l [7]. I t 0004-3702/91/$03.50 © 1991 - - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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defines the collection of all grounded extensions of a given inheritance net, using the concepts of "mutual neutralization" and "preclusion" of paths in the net. Once the collection of all grounded extensions is defined, this approach can be deployed in either a "liberal" manner, taking one of the extensions as defining the paths permitted by the net, or in a "skeptical" fashion, in terms of the family of all extensions. The other main approach is due to Horty, Thomason and Touretzky [3]. It too is based on notions of "mutual neutralization" and "preclusion". However, its goal is to define a skeptical notion of path permitted by a defeasible inheritance net, without detouring through the collection of all grounded extensions, as the latter is not only conceptually indirect but also computationally costly. The relation "net N permits path 6r" is defined by a direct induction on paths in N, ordered in a suitable manner. We shall not reproduce here the already rather elaborate definitions, but instead direct the reader to the references mentioned above, the overviews of Tourezky, Horty and Thomason [13], Horty [2], and the exposition of Thomason [ll]. As in those references, attention is restricted throughout this paper to acyclic nets, without any strict links (i.e. only defeasible ones), and in which negative links are allowed only at the very end of paths created by composing links. Our purpose is not to present new results, but to appreciate the significance of several examples due in part to Horty, Thomason and Touretzky [3], the authors [4] and Lynn Stein [10], arguing that they constitute deep, and in one case insuperable, obstacles to the "directly skeptical" approach. Some familiarity with at least Horty, Touretzky and Thomason [3], henceforth referred to as HTT, is assumed.



2. Preliminary: what kind of chaining? The definitions of HTT [3] make use of upwards chaining to define legitimate paths. This contrasts with the technique of Touretzky [12] where, as a rather ad hoc device to avoid gratuitous "decoupling" in situations such as that of the "kite" example (see [12, Section 2.16]), both upwards and downwards chaining are required. It contrasts also with the theoretical possibility of using only downwards chaining. We have no criticism to make of the principle of upwards chaining. But it might be suggested, in response to the troubles to be described below, that one could try to avoid them by abandoning upwards chaining in favour of downwards or double chaining. Such a step is, of course, mathematically open--although, as Selman and Levesque [9] have argued, double chaining tends to create computational intractability. However, it is not a principled manoeuvre: it is not coherent with the motivation lying behind the use of preclusion in the first place, which
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Fig. 1. The triple triangle (Example 1). is to use the specificity o f source nodes as the principal and perhaps the only criterion for resolving conflicts between inferences. Once we use downwards or double chaining, we are making the legitimacy of a path tr = x l . • • xn beginning at x 1 depend on the legitimacy of subpaths beginning at x 2 or higher, and thus subverting the priority of the specificity criterion. This is illustrated clearly by Example 1 below. For simplicity, in the examples arrows are always read upwards unless explicitly indicated to the contrary.



Example 1. Consider the path apqr (see Fig. 1). If we are using downwards or double chaining, we cannot accept it as legitimate unless its proper upper part p q r is legitimate. But p q r cannot be regarded as legitimate, as it is precluded by the unchallenged path psq and the (unchallengeable) link s-7r. On the other



hand, from the point of view of the philosophy of specificity of source as a criterion for breaking conflicts, the status of an inference from source p is irrelevant to the status of an inference from the more specific node a, and the highly specific link a-Ts precluding the path aps is all we need to reject the path aps-7r and accept its rival apqr. Thus the only kind of chaining that is compatible with the principle of specificity, which provides the rationale for the technical device of preclusion, is upwards chaining, and the HTT definition is right to use it. The fundamental difficulties with the "directly skeptical" approach described below cannot be escaped in a principled manner by switching to downwards or double chaining.



3. The architecture of the "directly skeptical" approach The "directly skeptical" approach is articulated around two essential steps: (1) a complex one: define by induction on paths, suitably ordered, a concept of "skeptically acceptable" path;
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(2) a simple step: define a proposition to be acceptable iff it is supported by some skeptically acceptable path. Leaving aside all questions of rectifiable detail, there are two problems with this architecture. Step (2), innocent though it may seem, overlooks the existence of "floating conclusions"; and the activity of "zombie paths" brings out a stubborn difficulty in realizing step (1). We explain these two phenomena in turn. 3. i. Floating conclusions



The most important problem lies in the apparently innocuous step (2). For there are quite simple examples of nets N and propositions a such that a is skeptically acceptable on even the most rigorous intuitive standards, even though there is no skeptically acceptable path to support it. This is because in the examples, under any reasonable account of extensions, every extension contains some path supporting a, but there is no path supporting a that is c o m m o n to all extensions. We shall call such a proposition a floating conclusion. An example of this, involving however both defeasible and strict links, and with cycles, was circulated by Ginsberg in unpublished form in 1987. Examples staying within the rules of the game (acylic nets, only defeasible links) were devised independently by Stein [10] and the present authors [4]. As the examples operate on rather different principles, we give them both. Stein's example uses only multiple neutralizations, without any preclusions, as follows. Example 2 (Fig. 2). As Stein observes, assuming the requirement of upward chaining, every extension with respect to a will contain some positive path from a to p, but there is no path from a to p common to all extensions.
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Fig. 2. Floating conclusions--by multiple neutralization--(Example 2).
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The example of the present authors, on the other hand, works by the interaction of a neutralization and a preclusion. Example 3 (Fig. 3). Consider the concept of extension based on the notions of preclusion and neutralization offered by Touretzky [12] as modified by Sandewall [7] to include "off-path" as well as so-called "on-path" preclusion. Then the net in Fig. 3 has just two extensions, according as whether the path arn~g is an element or not. With arn~g in, we get amnyp also in: there is nothing to challenge it by neutralization or preclusion, for since am-Tg is in, afg is out, and so all upwards prolongations of afg are out by the upwards chaining requirement. On the other hand, with am--7g out, we get afg in without further challenge, so afgxn is in, which together with the link x-Ty precludes amny, so that by upwards chaining again, amnyp is out and afgxp is in. Thus in this example the proposition a = "a is a p " is supported by path



amnyp in one extension and by path afgxp in the other; it is supported by some path in each extension. But a is not supported by any path common to both extensions. Indeed, the only paths beginning at a that are common are the links af and am and the path arnn. Thus the proposition a is a floating conclusion of the net. To cover the option where one wishes to work with only "on-path" preclusions as defined in Touretzky's original [12], a rather more complex example is needed; one is given as Schlechta's [8, Example 2b]. The phenomenon of floating conclusions teaches two lessons. One is merely a reminder for the "indirect" approach via the family of all extensions, as follows. It is an oversimplification to take a proposition a as acceptable, as is usually done, iff it is supported by some path or in the intersection of all extensions. Instead, a must be taken as acceptable iff it is in the intersection of P
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Fig. 3. Floating conclusions by neutralization with preclusion--(Example 3).
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all outputs of extensions, where the output of an extension is the set of all propositions supported by some path within it. In other words, writing *or for the proposition supported by a path or, and *X, where X is a set of paths, for {*~: o-E X}, we need to consider the set A {*E: E is an extension} rather than the set *( ~ {E: E is an extension}), commuting the order of application of * and ~ . The other lesson of the phenomenon of floating conclusions is that the general architecture of the "direct" approach, decomposed into steps (1) and (2) as above, is just wrong. No matter how successful we might be in carrying out the complex step (1), thereby obtaining a satisfactory definition of which paths are skeptically acceptable, the phenomenon of floating conclusions prevents us from using (2) to obtain a characterization of skeptically acceptable



propositions. If we try to save the architecture by admitting certain skeptically unacceptable paths in order to recuperate floating conclusions--as in effect the HTT definition does--we only make matters worse. In Example 3, the HTT definition does accept the floating conclusion a = " a is a p " , but only by accepting the path amnyp. As we have seen, this path is not in all extensions. The result of accepting the path amnyp is to distort other conclusions. By the upward chaining condition it makes us accept the initial subpath amny and thus the conclusion "a is a y " , which is undesirable since it will be excluded, by preclusion, from any extension that contains afg. Inflating the set of accepted paths thus enables us to recuperate one floating conclusion only at the expense of forcing acceptance of other, quite undesirable, conclusions.



3.2. Floating path defeat Floatation phenomena can also operate at the level of paths themselves. A path ~ may be defeated in the radical sense that it is in no extension at all (every extension containing some path ~- that precludes or neutralizes it or one of its initial segments) whilst at the same time this radical defeat may be floating, in the sense that none of the undermining paths ~- is common to all extensions. An illustration of this phenomenon can already be found in Fig. 3: the path afgxny does not occur in any extension. In one extension it is neutralized by am~g; in the other it is precluded by afgxn (together with the link x-qy). But neither of these two undermining paths is common to both extensions. Such floating path defeat can in turn give rise to "floating acceptance" of a path, in the sense that the only paths challenging it are subject to floating defeat. This may conveniently be illustrated by modifying Fig. 3 a little, dropping the links mn and xp, and adding links aq, q-~p as in Fig. 4. Example 4. Here the path afgxny continues to be subject to floating defeat, as it was in Example 3, so that its prolongation afgxnyp is also subject to floating
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Fig. 4. Floating path defeat and acceptance (Example 4). defeat. This means that the only path challenging aq--qp is subject to floating defeat, so that a q ~ p is intuitively acceptable and indeed in every extension. This immediately upsets some alternative definitions of directly skeptical inheritance that have been proposed in an attempt to improve on the HT-F account. In particular, the definitions of Geffner and Verma [1] are anomalous in that they fail to accept the path a q ~ p . For although the path afgxnyp does not occur in any extension, nevertheless as its defeat is merely floating, it is still allowed by the Geffner-Verma definitions to neutralize aq-qp. 3.3. Z o m b i e paths



Floating defeat of a path, in the sense defined in the preceding section, is a particular case of a more general phenomenon, that of paths that are not skeptically acceptable, but nevertheless still figure in some extensions, and retain a power to counteract other paths by preventing them from entering into those extensions. It is necessary to be able to take account of this if step (1) of the architecture is to be realized, and it is not easy. This problem can be illustrated in examples already given above, but in its simplest form, it arises already in the well-known "double diamond" example, discussed in HTT and in [13]. Example 5. (Fig. 5). In this example the two paths ats and ap-qs neutralize each other, so neither of them can be skeptically acceptable. Since ats is out, there is nothing left to challenge the path apq--qr, which is thus treated by the HTT definitions as skeptically acceptable, even though it is not in all extensions and intuitively seems inapproprite as atsr remains a "genuine possibility". HT-I" note this example, and recognize that it constitutes a problem. They express the hope that it might be possible to modify their definitions a little,
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Fig. 5. The double diamond (Example 5).



within the confines of the directly skeptical approach, so as to meet it. They, and Stein [10], formulate the problem as one of finding a way to "propagate ambiguity upwards". We suggest that the significance of the problem is clearer if we conceptualize it as follows. Even when a path such as ats in Fig. 5 is classified as "not skeptically acceptable", it should not for that reason alone be completely dead. It may still serve as what the present authors would call a zombie path, with sufficient status as a genuine possibility to be able to affect adversely the strength of some other paths. The problem may thus be put as follows: Is there any way, within the limits of the directly skeptical approach, of allowing zombie paths to do their work? In this direction, a natural idea is to increase the number of "path values" from two to three or more. The two values recognized in the HTT definitions are "skeptically acceptable" and "other"; one may want to break the latter down into "genuine possibilities" (typically generated by neutralizations) and "not genuine possibilities" (typically the victims of preclusions), and so on with every finer grades. Experimentation with examples quickly suggests that three path values will not be enough: exactly the same problem as in the double diamond re-arises in a rather more complex net. But our point here is a quite general one: no matter how many path values are introduced, creating finer grades of unacceptability, so long as the number of values is finite the same problem reproduces itself. A formal proof of this result, depending on a single (if rather complex) condition of "disjunction", is offered by Schlechta [8]. Here we give an informal argument that is much simpler and intuitively natural, with however assumptions which if spelled out would be rather numerous. Imagine that a directly skeptical definition is working with n values. Assume that there are at least two of them, that they are ordered by an acyclic relation < with a least (worst) value v 0 representing the completely unacceptable paths, and that a path receiving this worst value can have no influence on any path higher up. From the first two assumptions, there must be a minimal value o 1 distinct from v0. Now consider the following example.
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Example 6. A net contains two positive paths a . . . x and a . . . y starting from a, each of which has the value v 1. We assume that this can be done in such a way that the two paths are entirely separate from each other, except for their c o m m o n initial node a. Now consider the prolongation of each of these two paths by links x w and y-n w to w of opposite sign, as in Fig. 6. What path value can be given to e.g. a . . . x w ? As a natural generalization of the principle of upwards chaining, its value should be less than or equal to that of a . . . x, that is it should be v 0 or v 1. But there we are faced with a dilemma. If we put it to be v 0, the value of totally unacceptable paths, then by our assumptions a . . . x w can have no influence on what happens higher up. In particular, no prolongation of a . . . x w can neutralize any path in a "double diamond" extension of Fig. 6, as in Fig. 7, where the path a p q r becomes, contrary to desire, skeptically acceptable because entirely unopposed. On the other hand, if we put the path value of a . . . x w to be v z, then it is treated as being just as good as its initial part a . . . x, despite the further neutralization, so that the analysis loses a capacity of discrimination. In this case we can also have trouble further up the net, this time with preclusion. For it is natural to assume that a path of value v~ can, with a suitable link, successfully preclude another path of the same value. Thus in Fig. 8, if a... x w is of value v 1 and can be extended to a . . . x w p also of value v I , then a... x w p with link w T q may reasonably be taken to preclude a . . . x p q . But if a... x w is "really" weaker than v~, having been assigned that value only because we have hit the bottom of the nonzero values, whilst a . . . x and a... x p do indeed have value v 1, then such a preclusion should not, or so one might argue, be regarded as successful. The precluding path does not "really" have sufficient strength to do the job; it was assigned value v~ only because of the lack of lower nonzero values. Thus any f i n i t e increase in path values, designed to enable zombie paths to do their work, risks facing at its next-to-minimal level essentially the same dilemma that in the double diamond faced the original H T T definition with just
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Fig. 6. Neutralization of a low-valued path (Example 6).
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Fig. 7. Not e n o u g h path values.



two values. Of course, the above argument has so many assumptions en r o u t e that it can be challenged in a number of ways. It does not constitute a "proof", but rather an informal or heuristic argument to show that it will not be easy to carry out a solution based on the multiplication of path values. For a rigorous argument from a single (complex) assumption, see [8]. On the other hand, as Gerhard Brewka has suggested in discussion, it may perhaps be possible to meet the problem of zombie paths by making available infinitely many path values, with each finite net using as many of them as needed to make enough discriminations between the values of its finitely many paths. It should be remembered, however, that even if it does turn out possible to cope with zombie paths in this way, the directly skeptical approach still remains intrinsically unable to account for floating conclusions, as described in Section 3.1.
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Fig. 8. Preclusion under false pretences.
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4. General theories of defeasible reasoning The phenomenon of floating conclusions also constitutes a difficulty for the "general theory of defeasible reasoning" in formulations such as those of Nute [5] and Pollock [6]. That theory examines, without limitation to a particular context or restricted language such as that of inheritance nets, general questions of acceptability in the face of iterated undermining and support. Now the strategies of Nute and of Pollock are also based upon the two-step architecture described in the beginning of Section 3. They assume that every skeptically acceptable conclusion is supported by some skeptically acceptable argument, thus being unable to deal with floating conclusions. The specific Examples 2 and 3 from nets in this paper thus also serve as counterexamples at the general level. Moreover, the particular inductive analysis of defeat of one argument by another that is proposed by Pollock [6, Section 4.2] does not seem able to account for the phenomenon of floating defeat of an argument, and thus in turn for that of floating acceptance of an argument, as these are manifested in Example 4.
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The design and implementation of calmRISC32 floating ... 

Department of Computer Science, Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749 Korea. **MCU Team ... and low power micro-controller, not high performance micm- processor. ... shows the architecture of CalmRISC43 FPU and section 3 de- scribes the ...
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Postsecondary Education Paths and Wages 

cognitive ability, as measured by scores on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. (ASVAB),2 are ...... kernel = epanechnikov, bandwidth = 0.0114.
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Floating Treatment Wetlands - 

Water in the BioHaven pond. (turbidity of 26 NTU1) was much clearer than algaechoked water in the control pond (388 NTU). This study demonstrated that FTW.
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The floating bridge 

advantages over conventional bridge amplifiers: ... WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1980 ... 4 A, amplifier of version A. /gnoring the earth connection, imagine.
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zombie panic: source.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. zombie panic: ...
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Zombie-map-skills.pdf 

Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Zombie-map-skills.pdf. Zombie-map-skills.pdf. Open. Extract.
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